Laura Briggs @LauraBTRT 12h
Replying to @LeslieStark7 @CanvasLMS
MasteryPaths really individualize instruction. Might anyone have a screen shot of their list of MasteryPath activities that they could share? TIA #canvas4elem

Giovanna Piazza @JustGiPi 12h
Replying to @joanaly5 @AISDdigitalearn @
@joanaly5 Some districts have contacted us with questions about using audio/video with chrome books in canvas. Seems like there needs to be a support group. Have you experienced any issues? #Canvas4elem

jramirez @joanaly5 12h
A5: I see that tablets and chrome
A5: I see that tablets and chrome books are the best devices to support canvas. For grades 3-6 chrome books are the best, K-2 benefit with the iPads. Older grades are able to maximize their learning with canvas & the chrome books. #canvas4elem @AISDdigitalearn @JonesAcademy1

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 12h
We will have a transcript available from @participate soon! We will post in CanvasLive under the event and send link out here. #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 12h
Replying to @AISDdigitalearn @MrsTMercer Thanks for moderating and making sure I knew about it! VERY worthwhile! Good night everyone! #canvas4elem

Elita Driskill @DriskillElita 12h
Elita Driskill @DriskillElita 12h
#canvas4elem Thanks @AISDdigitalearn for hosting today! It is always a privilege to learn with you!

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 12h
Replying to @MrsKnueven4
I have it in the Commons I believe. It probably doesn't go as far as you need but you could check it out. I even badged it. I still use XtraMath too. #canvas4elem

Giovanna Piazza @JustGiPi 12h
Giovanna Piazza @JustGiPi
12h
A5 All learners benefit from closed captioning in video. I use youtube’s cc feature. @CaseyWilliams90 doesn’t ARC have cc capabilities?
#Canvas4elem

Elita Driskill @DriskillElita
12h
#canvas4elem Using audio and video are such a powerful support for ELL students.

Leslie Stark @LeslieStark7
Video! This is the number one feature that stands out from everything else. For my S's to listen to me, or to respond with a video is huge. It allows them to explain in their own way. I truly believe that video is the best differentiator of all. #canvas4elem
@CanvasLMS

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1
12h
Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 12h
Have to head out a little early, but learned a lot tonight! Thanks for a great chat! @AISDdigitalearn @MrsTMercer #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 12h
Replying to @MrsTMercer @AISDdigitalearn
Agree with Tonya! This is my first time participating but won't be my last! I have 6 tabs open with info I learned on the chat so far! Talk about #bangforyourbuck #canvas4elem

Jared Ward @wardjhs 12h
Replying to @MrsTMercer
It’s about 11:50am - just about to take my break for lunch. Kids are on a two week break for school holidays, so might take them out for a change. #canvas4elem

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 12h
Replying to @DriskillElita
Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 12h
Replying to @DriskillElita
I created it today, so haven't been able to get it in front of teachers & students yet. I will keep you updated on feedback I get. 😊 #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMCancer 12h
Thank you for moderating! Great job @AISDdigitalearn. So glad the chat is going again! #canvas4elem, #canvaschat

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMCancer 12h
Replying to @wardjhs
Welcome! Glad to see you here! What time is it there? #canvas4elem

Elita Driskill @DriskillElita 12h
#Canvas4elem What have you found
Elita Driskill @DriskillElita

#Canvas4elem What have you found most useful in the current template?

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1

Replying to @Gaby5GK @MrsKnuev... It is a work in progress right now. I will be working with content coordinators in C&I to improve the template & content. #canvas4elem

jramirez @joanaly5

A1: You can also integrate Google Classroom to your canvas course, with differentiated activities and assign the students to a classroom that has their level. Accessing classroom through canvas is an easy way to differentiate #canvas4elem @AISDdigitalearn @JonesAcademy1

Jared Ward @wardjhs

Sorry I am late - nice to see some...
Jared Ward @wardjhs 12h
sorry I am late - nice to see some familiar faces in the #canvas4elem chat today. Glad to have a few minutes left to join you all (joining from Sydney, Australia)

Leslie Stark @LeslieStark7 12h
Video! This is the number one feature that stands out from everything else. For my S's to listen to me, or to respond with a video is huge. It allows them to explain in their own way. I truly believe that video is the best differentiator of all. #canvas4elem @CanvasLMS

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 12h
Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 12h
Replying to @CaseyWilliams90 @MrsKnuev...
It was some of @jdsicking info that I referred to today when I was creating! Went into our #NTXCUG and looked at previous presentations! #canvas4elem

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 12h
Replying to @Gaby5GK @MrsKnueven4 and...
It is a work in progress right now. I will be working with content coordinators in C&I to improve the template & content. #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 12h
Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 12h
A5: So far the audio tool is the only one I've tried but I'm just getting started. #canvas4elem Plan to do a lot of work on my canvas course over the summer for next year.

Tonya Mercer @MrsT Mercer 12h
Replying to @LoriAHeaton @TraceySmith311
It really has inspired me as a teacher. #canvas4elem

Robert Wakelyn @Rwakelyn 12h
Replying to @MrsT Mercer @CanvasLMS
I think this is why I like the product so much...is because they are open to change!
#canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsT Mercer 12h
Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 12h
Q5: The audio tool is priceless. Our school also uses Snap and Read which assists with reading and writing. #canvas4elem. #canvaschat

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 12h
Replying to @LeslieStark7 @CanvasLMS
I will probably need more information on this! #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 12h
Replying to @Rwakelyn
Sometimes dreams come true in the @CanvasLMS studio. #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 12h
Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311  12h
A4: I haven't tried mastery paths yet but will def try that class that @AISDdigitalearn just shared as I'd like to implement this next year. One of my goals for next year is to make a 5th grade STAAR review in canvas.
#canvas4elem

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1  12h
Replying to @MrsKnueven4 @MrsTMercer ... Yes! Looks great! This is the homepage I created today. Used some from commons, created some & got inspiration from #NTXCUG friends!
#canvas4elem
Robert Wakelyn @Rwakelyn 12h
A4 I wish with Mastery Path, I could customize it based on specific questions and not just a score...yes I know I can do small quizzes, but it is a nice dream :)  #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 12h
What a fun idea for early finishers!  #canvas4elem

Leslie Stark @LeslieStark7
I've also used MasteryPaths in a Choose your Own Adventure style. Where S's can opt in to an activity of choice. If they want to read one text over another. Once all choices have been made, change all grades in the gradebook.  #canvas4elem
@CanvasLMS
Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 12h
Replied to @AISDdigitalearn
So my to do list just got a little longer. Who needs sleep right? #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsT Mercer 12h
Replied to @Gaby5GK @AISD ITD
Welcome! 14 campuses you are a busy lady! #canvas4elem

Elita Driskill @DriskillElita 12h
Elita Driskill @DriskillElita 12h
Replying to @MrsTMercer @TraceySmith311 #Canvas4elem Some of the best things I’ve ever learned were from students.

Casey Williams @CaseyWilliams90 12h
#canvas4elem Q4: Mastery Paths for accelerated students to make sure they are being challenged. Also for teachers to see if there are gaps in understanding to re-teach on.

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 12h
Replying to @TraceySmith311 @AISDdigital... I thought about doing it for stations but thought I would be changing links all the time. Waiting on someone on one of these chats to have a genius hack. #canvas4elem
Leslie Stark @LeslieStark7 12h
I've also used MasteryPaths in a Choose your Own Adventure style. Where S's can opt in to an activity of choice. If they want to read one text over another. Once all choices have been made, change all grades in the gradebook. #canvas4elem @CanvasLMS

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 12h
Replying to @MrsTMercer @AISDdigitalear... The one I created will link to content that changes, but home page shouldn't have to change much. Since it is elem, just subject buttons mostly. #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 12h
Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer
12h
Replying to @Rwakelyn
I need to explore this option.
#canvas4elem

Leslie Stark @LeslieStark7
12h
MasteryPaths allow for that quick remediation of information or acceleration of information. They allow for my students to move on in a speed they need, not with more work, but with more support and interest based on their knowledge. #canvas4elem
@CanvasLMS

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer
12h
Hi there! Good to see you again!

#canvas4elem

A4: I use mastery paths to differentiate math fact practice. They stay at their point until the skill is mastered. If they stay too long I can adjust time limits. #canvas4elem, #canvaschat

They are so smart it's crazy! I'm not going to lie. I've learned some Canvas skills via some 8 year olds! #canvas4elem
Gaby Krumm @Gaby5GK
12h
Hi everyone. Jumping in a little late. I am currently a member of @AISDITD and I support elementary teachers at 14 campuses to integrate technology. Hoping to get ideas for a summer prof learning session. #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311
12h
Replying to @MrsTMercer @AISDdigitalear... I actually use the homepage from a "sandbox" class and it's changed about once per 6 weeks. I try to do it more often but there are only so many hours in a day! #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer
12h
Replying to @AISDdigitalearn @Levianne a...
Tonya Mercer @MrsT Mercer
12h
Replying to @AISDdigitalearn @Levianne a…
? How often are you changing the links on your homepages? I’ve been using the to do list mostly because I’m afraid of how much time the homepage will take. #canvas4elem

Shawna Ford @Shawna Ford1
12h
Replying to @CaseyWilliams90 @Levianne …
I just need to work more to understand Blueprints! I started with that, but unchecked the box this afternoon. 😊
#canvas4elem

Robert Wakelyn @Rwakelyn
12h
A3 how about using the Feedback function of a quiz where they are provided individual support when they are done with it without waiting on the teacher #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311
13h
Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311  12h
Replying to @MrsTMercer
ABSOLUTELY! When my Ss see ME have a #techfail it makes them more willing to try something themselves. And quite often they bail me out of the fail! #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer  12h
Replying to @cnbarnett13 @wsisdschools
Welcome! Better late than never. #canvas4elem

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1  13h
Replying to @JustGiPi @TraceySmith311 a... @wisdinstrtech and I will be there, just need to register! We are excited to have a team presenting! #leveragingcanvas #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer  13h
Replying to @ShawnaFord1 @CanvasLMS
Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer
13h
Replying to @ShawnaFord1 @CanvasLMS iPads I am so excited. Now I scrounge every device I can find.
#canvas4elem

Kaitlyn O'Connor @Fantastic5thTx 13h
A3 for students who need interventions, they can review video lessons or go to a practice site. I would like to know more about extensions and interventions!
#canvas4elem

Giovanna Piazza @JustGiPi 13h
Replying to @AISDdigitalearn These resources are great. Thanks for sharing @AISDdigitalearn #Canvas4elem

Leslie Stark @LeslieStark7 13h
Leslie Stark @LeslieStark7 13h
Course groups are a great way for student led projects, where students decide what to work on, who does what and how they will share this. Group collaborations are key to this along with group discussions #canvas4elem @CanvasLMS

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 13h
Replying to @TraceySmith311
Oh I #CANVASFAIL all the time! I think the kids like seeing us learning and seeing us fail too. #growthmindset #canvas4elem

Giovanna Piazza @JustGiPi 13h
Replying to @TraceySmith311 @AISDdigital…
Yay! So excited that you’re registered for our first ever #leveragingcanvas conference where Ts will learn how to leverage @CanvasLMS in the classroom. #Canvas4elem
Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
Replying to @Levianne @CanvasLMS
Today, I worked on the foundation of the courses. Creating templates for each grade level should make less work for Ts. #canvas4elem

Kaitlyn O'Connor @Fantastic5thTx 13h
Q1 I use quizzes and mastery paths for differentiation. I have it set up to if my students make a 75 or higher on a quiz it takes them to a game or the next lesson, if they score less they can come to me for a face to face lesson or are directed to a video lesson. #canvas4elem
next lesson, if they score less they can come to me for a face to face lesson or are directed to a video lesson.  
#canvas4elem

Leslie Stark @LeslieStark7 13h
Masterypaths are a perfect way to deliver Response to Intervention content and accelerated content. The most misbehaving students are those who are bored or lost and using this part of Canvas helps me help more students #canvas4elem @CanvasLMS

Anderson Library @anderson_lib 13h
Q3: I like to use @Newsela articles and platform as well as @Flipgrid for video responses. Lots of programs connect with @CanvasLMS ❤️❤️❤️ @canvas4elem canvas4elem @AISDdigitalelearn @aisdlibsrv arlingtech

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
Replying to @Levianne @CanvasLMS
Superficially, cuter buttons! 😢 Even less navigation, with a "Return to Home Page" button at the bottom of each page. #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 13h
Q3: so far my only exp w/ intervention / extension is the GT project being in Canvas. I see lots of opps just need the time to get them all developed in my course. #neverenoughtime #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMChester 13h
A3: By having auto-graded material in Speed-grader. I can quickly see need for extra intervention and address it on the spot. Not the next day! #canvas4elem #canvaschat

Noelia Barnett @cnbarnett13 13h
#leaders4elem a little late here. 😂
Noelia Barnett @cnbarnett13 13h
#canvas4elem a little late here 4th grade teacher Dual Language @wsisdschools

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
Replying to @MrsTMercer @CanvasLMS
What device will your students have? #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 13h
Replying to @AISDdigitalearn @MrsTMercer...
I'm registered! Looking forward to it. #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 13h
Replying to @ShawnaFord1 @CanvasLMS
I love it! I can’t wait to be fully 1 to 1 next year and really use it.
Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 13h
Replying to @ShawnaFord1 @CanvasLMS
I love it! I can’t wait to be fully 1 to 1 next year and really use it.
#canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 13h
Replying to @MrsTMercer
last time was first time I tried and I mistakenly put the audio in for everyone. #CANVASFAIL...lol But most of the kids who didn't need it didn't want to bother with listening anyway. Learning as I go
#canvas4elem

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
Replying to @TraceySmith311
That's a GREAT idea! Borrowing!
#canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 13h
Replying to @TraceySmith311
Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 13h
Replying to @TraceySmith311
I need to do this too. Right now I am just assigning the test with audio to those students and then adding their score to the test that I synch to SIS. I need to learn more about this. #canvas4elem

Casey Williams @CaseyWilliams90 13h
#Canvas4Elem Q2: individual groups for s's allow them to have a space to work on project and have a space to save that work.

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
Replying to @anderson_lib @AISDdigitalearn... Do students self-enroll or are they pre-loaded in course? #canvas4elem

Giovanna Piazza @JustGiPi 13h
Replying to @MrsTMercer
Can groups be used with classroom stations allowing students to self enroll?? #Canvas4Elem

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
Replying to @AISDdigitalearn
Quick! This is secondary math though. Modules are built, students who need extra help are put in smaller groups for additional support. #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 13h
Replying to @Levianne @AISDITD
Welcome Levianne! #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 13h
Replying to @AISDdigitalearn @CanvasLMS
I would say try to keep it simple at first. You don’t want to get too many going at once when starting out. But @CanvasLMS has made it so easy you just name a group and assign students. Helps with guided reading groups. #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 13h
Replying to @ShawnaFord1 @CanvasLMS
I use it at elem level, but not too many T’s in our district using it at that level yet, but we are hoping to change that. #canvas4elem

Anderson Library @anderson_lib 13h
Anderson Library @anderson_lib 13h
#canvas4elem We use groups in library sometimes to separate research topics & to collaborate in different areas, then come together within course. @AISDdigitalearn @aisdlibsrv #arlingtech

Show this thread

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
We are using @CanvasLMS primarily at secondary, with just a few elem Ts trying it. Goal is to make it more elem friendly for next yr. #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 13h
A2: I've not done this yet, but plan to make a course level group just for my oral administration students so they can get the test with audio content while others get regular version. #canvas4elem

Levianne Mirabelli @Levianne 13h
My name is Levianne. I'm a former
Levianne Mirabelli @Levianne

My name is Levianne. I'm a former Elem Music Music teacher and current member of @AISDITD where I support elementary teachers integrating technology. #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer

Replying to @JustGiPi

Good to "see" you too! Glad @AISDdigitalearn contacted me and got it going again. I learn so much every time. #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer

A2: Assigning tasks at specific reading/math levels to course level groups. #canvas4elem #canvaschat

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1

A1: We have a math team who pre-assesses whole grade to group based on needs, then tailor instruction/assignments to meet student needs. #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311

Replying to @CasevWilliams90
student needs. #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 13h
Replying to @CaseyWilliams90
This is something I’ve not ventured into yet but hope to. Do you also use mastery paths? I want to learn how. #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsT Mercer 13h
Replying to @LeslieStark7 @CanvasLMS
Auto graded quick checks help me realize who needs more instruction more quickly. That just-in-time feedback or reteaching is so valuable. #canvas4elem

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 13h
Replying to @Mrs Knueven4
What a great way to use it! I used to use google classroom and was able to use it last year when I was hospitalized unexpectedly and needed to do sub plans from the HOSPITAL! Canvas would rock for something like this too! #canvas4elem

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
A1: Extra time for assignments, additional resources and support #canvas4elem

Casey Williams @CaseyWilliams90 13h
#Canvas4Elem Q1: modules with pre-reqs allow for t's to see where s's are in the class and how they can step in to help.

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 13h
Replying to @AISDdigitalearn
They are enjoying being able to collaborate with each other via the embedded google doc and discussions I've put in as part of the project. They are doing a story quilt and are brainstorming via canvas #canvas4elem

Amy Knueven @MrsKnueven4 13h
A1: This is something I would like to
Amy Knueven @MrsKnueven4 13h
A1: This is something I would like to hear more ideas about! We are using Canvas for snow days and a lot of my differentiation came from linking to external sites (Khan, No Red Ink) in the module. #canvas4elem

Leslie Stark @LeslieStark7 13h
Differentiated assignments allow me to personalize the needs of each S. Allowing me to give just-in-time feedback while identifying gaps and challenges. It helps with tailoring lessons based on bkgd knowledge and interest in subject area.
#canvas4elem @CanvasLMS

Leslie Stark @LeslieStark7 13h
Differentiated quizzes allow for just-in-time teaching with rapid feedback to help give students that motivation to dive deeper and relearning important concepts.
#canvas4elem @CanvasLMS

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 13h
Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 13h
A1: I'm using audio embedded in quizzes for my students that get oral administration of tests. Also created a canvas class for my GT students to do their Texas PSP GT project and they love it #canvas4elem

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
Replying to @MrsTMercer
Thanks! I'm looking forward to learning more ways to use this with our younger students! #Canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 13h
Something I look forward to in the spring is flowers and it being light out when I get up. #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 13h
Replying to @ShawnaFord1
Hello Shawna welcome to the chat! #canvas4elem

Giovanna Piazza @JustGiPi 13h
Howdy!! I'm Giovanna. I work at ESC
Giovanna Piazza @JustGiPi 13h
Howdy!! I’m Giovanna. I work at ESC Region 11 as an online instructional design consultant. We are converting F2F trng into online or blended formats. We also offer Canvas training for districts. #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 13h
Replying to @MrsKnueven4
Me too! Snowing April 16th that’s crazy. #canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer @MrsTMercer 13h
A1: Having audio on assignments and quizzes for struggling readers. Helps assess if they know the skill not just the reading. #canvas4elem, canvas chat

Tracey Smith @TraceySmith311 13h
Hello! I’m Tracey Smith, 5th grade ELAR / SS teacher in Arlington ISD. DFW area of North Texas #canvas4elem

Shawna Ford @ShawnaFord1 13h
Hi! I’m Shawna. Digital Learning
Hi! I'm Shawna, Digital Learning Coordinator in Weatherford, TX.
#canvas4elem

I think this is my 3rd or 4th year using Canvas.
#canvas4elem

Tonya Mercer here! 2nd grade teacher in Indianapolis, IN.
#canvas4elem

Things I look forward to in spring....this year I’m just looking forward to the day it decides to stop snowing!
#canvas4elem

I’m Amy Knueven. I’m a 4th grade teacher in Zionsville, Indiana.
#canvas4elem